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Hey guys!! You're looking lovely today, I'm not sure what time you're reading

this at just remember to stay positive, no negative thoughts xx a1

So there was a few malfunctions with the last chapter as a few of you could

tell, Wattpad's servers are down so my statistics on the chapter are a

little...o . But I hope it'll get back to normal soon.

Remember I love you <3 xx a1

a13

[Aspen-you can imagine who you like] a1

🚨TW: knives and bullying a31

On with the chapter...✨

**********

✨Emilia POV

Chorused screams and chants woke me up from my slumber, my arm was

wrapped around Cassidy's arm with my head rested on his shoulder. a7

Comfortable.

What made me feel better was that it made me feel at home and welcome, he

was a welcoming person and not to mention he was the kindest to me out of

my brother's friends.

Looking around the room, I try to get my clear vision back from the previous

blurry sight. Everyone sat around the glass table with cards in their hand and

some money on the table.

What was I witnessing? An illegal bet or something?

"You lost, Blade, hand over the money," Aspen's voice makes my attention

draw to her. She was laid sideways on the floor with a di erent attire from

earlier, a shirt that was clearly too big for her and some joggers that were

cu ed at the bottom and my flu y socks. a5

HOLD ON A SECOND-

MY FLUFFY SOCKS, those are my socks and now I can't wear them again.

They were pig printed with rubber grips on the bottom.

"Are you wearing my socks?" I croaked out trying to rub the sleepiness away

from my eyes.

"No they're Blade's," she looks at the cards in front of her and the money in

the other.

"Blade, did you steal my socks?"

"Yeah I did, go back to sleep, Emilia, you're tired." a15

He stands up and walks to the corner of the room and pull out a Harry Potter

blanket, Hedwig patterns and wand patterns covered the blanket. a7

No doubt this was Diego's, I remember that day I slept in the library, he told

me he was a reader.

Blade tucks the blanket around my shoulders and under my waist securing it

in any tight spots. a4

"I still want my socks back," I mumble before twisting so my face is facing the

the back of the sofa.

It was the last thing I heard before dri ing back into my slumber, let the

dreams about ice cream and cake commence...

***********

My throat was dry and croaky. Water, I needed water to quench my thirst.

I detangle the covers from my legs and walk on the rough, scratchy

carpets. a51

Opening the creaky door, I look both le and right before putting one

foot on floorboards.

Creaky.

I hesitate to take another step before applying some pressure to the

floor, tip toeing was my best method to get across this. It was like a river

almost, I had to find a way to get across.

Screw it, I bolt across the floor with big leaps listening to the thuds of my

steps. I had no socks on so my feet made an occasional sticky sound. a1

When I got into the kitchen I pear up at the clock on the wall; it was

blurry, I couldn't see the time even if I squint my eyes.

Bringing my hand up, I reach into an unfamiliar cupboard to get a glass.

Twisting the metal tap, I watch as the bubbles in the water disappear.

Footsteps were ascending towards me, so I think fast. I pull a knife out

from the expensive looking collection and secure it in my shaking hand.

"Emilia?" A deep voice asked with confusion. The voice almost sounded

like echoes in nothingness, it was empty.

"Emilia? Is that you?" The voice asks again as a blurry outline of a tall

broad man with a dark complexion comes towards me.

I point the sharp knife out from my chest to stop them from coming any

closer.

"Woah, woah, put the knife down."

I reach for another knife but end up knocking something from the side;

shatters of glass cursed though the night's silence. a2

"Emilia, put the knife down," the voice drew the words out slower, I saw

the dark, mysterious complexion come closer and I took a step back with

every step they took towards me. a6

"Dude what's goin-" a new voice entered the room.

"Get away!!" I walk closer with the knife pushed away from my chest, I

began swaying in the air at the blurry objects.

"Cassidy get away from her." a7

"Get away, I'll hurt you!!" I feel around with my other hand to feel for

any close objects that I can use to guide me. a15

A sharp corner knocks into my pelvis making me wince, but I use that for

guidance. My vision still blurry and worse than what it was before, I can't

see anything other than the faint outlines.

"Emilia it's us, just put the knife down," the same dark skinned man

comes closer and closer.

I sway my knife into the unknown until I hear a hissing sounds.

"Sh!t. Cassidy are you okay!?"

"Blade I'm fine it's a small cut."

The blade, the one in my hand, the confusion was hurting my brain so

much I wanted to rip my scalp from my head. a3

"Shawn I'm sorry I didn't mean it, don't hurt me, IM SORRY!" I drop the

knife hearing it bounce a few times before settling down.

"Who's Shawn?"

"Oh my, is she going crazy again?" A so er voice makes me shake

violently. a27

"Go get Elijah!" Someone shouts, there was too many voices I couldn't

recognise, they were all beginning to merge together.

I drop to the floor and begin shaking violently with my fingers wrapped

into my hair tugging at my skull. a3

"Is she having a seizure?"

"Bahahaha this is gold." a92

"KELSEY GET THE FÛCK OUT OF THE KITCHEN!!" a3

"Calm down Blade."

"SHAWN I TOLD IM SORRY I DIDNT MEAN TO HURT YOU!" a4

"What's going on? Oh, Bambina..."

There was too many voices I couldn't comprehend who was who, was it

all Shawn, he was trapped in my head.

"Where's Alessandro?"

"I don't know, Blade, he's still at the o ice."

" Emilia it's Elijah, you're okay Shawn isn't here, no one is going to hurt

you."

"GET OUT OF MY HEAD!!" My breathing turned into an irregular pattern-

my heart was going to burst through my chest, I could feel the beat of my

heart in my brain, the blood that cursed through my veins was going at

an incredible speed. a2

"Emilia, just take deep, slow breaths for me okay?" My brain true to

focus of the sound of the voice but it won't work. Hands shake my

shoulders as an attempt to help me.

"What's going on? I heard shouting...oh. Elijah don't touch her!"

"What am I supposed to do then, Axel?!"

"Don't touch her, end of, it can kill her!" a12

"Shawn stop shouting. Please," wails and choked cries escape my

mouth.

"He's not here, you need to calm your breathing." The new voice

commands me.

"Inhale...exhale...inhale...exhale," I follow the steps until I can feel the

fear and adrenaline evaporate from my blood.

"Emilia, you there, it's me Elijah..." a2

My eyes were stinging when I tried to open them fully but salty water

dropped from my eyes as my lips trembled. Fresh, hot tears rolled down my

cheek and down my throat. a2

I turn my red face away from all of the magnified faces and I bite my lips to

stop myself from whimpering.

My throat tightened into a ball as my stomach twisted into a knot as I tried to

hold in my tremors.

"I'm s-sorry," I turn my face back to look at them all, Cassidy was being

treated by Axel.

I stand up and rush over to them to inspect the damage.

"I'm sorry, C-Cassidy," I cry out with my chin trembling and shaking, it was

begging me to let out my cries.

"It's fine, I'm fine. Don't worry about it." He hugged my shoulders with his

okay arm. a4

I wrap my arms around his torso and cry into his shirt.

"I hurt you, I'm so s-so sorry, I'm a bad person I could've killed you." I cry out.a8

"But you didn't, not only that, it was a small cut there's no need to cry," he

laughs trying to comfort me.

"But I could've killed you, I-I'm so sorry, please forgive me."

"There's nothing to forgive, you didn't do anything wrong," his hand is on the

lower part of my back and the other is being handled by Axel.

I peer you into his multicoloured eyes, my eyes were glistening with tears to

see he had sympathy trapped in them.

"Don't apologise, you're okay that's all that matters, I'm not in pain." a50

"Who is shouting? Are you coming back into the room, Blade?" Jayden and

Josh both walk in the kitchen with puzzlement on their face. a1

I turn around to hide my numb, red face and my eyes immediately look to the

floor at the glass shattered and the knife that had a little blood on the tip.

My guilt was eating me alive, I hurt Cassidy - the only one of my brother's

friends who has been nice to me from the start and I hurt him. I can never

forgive myself.

You hurt him, he could never forgive you.

"Is everyone okay?" I hear Aspens voice squeak at the entrance, I push the

tears from my eyes and swallow my sobs because I turn back around.

Sni ing up, I stand there awkwardly fiddling with the sleeve of my shirt,

speaking of, I was still dressed in my clothes from earlier.

Remember that you're a bad person, you've hurt everyone in the house,

let that pain you caused them haunt you. a19

"Yeah just go back into the living room, Asp," Blade orders her.

"Yeah okay, are you guys coming?"

"I'll be there in a minute, Asp, just go please." Blade reassures her and shuts

the door behind her.

"I guess that's my time to leave too," Kelsey breaks the silence, I thought she

le  already. a7

"I thought I told you to leave," Blade growled.

"And miss this psycho trying to kill Cassidy? No, there's no way I would miss

this." She laughs. a61

"Get out please, Kelsey," Elijah asks politely but there was anger in his voice.

"Fine I'm going," she storms out of the room leaving it in painful silence.

At a rapid pace, I open all of the cupboards in search of sweeping brush to

clean the glass up from the floor. The sharp jagged edges were swimming in

water.

When I find one I get down on my hands and knees to start sweeping it all up.

"Don't do that, Emilia," Blade pulls me back up by my arm and away from the

glass.

"Elijah will do it, won't you?" Blade asks him.

"Yeah sure, just get everyone out of here." Blade nods to show his

understanding before guiding me out of the room with Cassidy, Jayden and

Josh, I forgot Jayden and Josh we're still there.

"I'm sorry," I whisper as I look into Cassidy's eyes. a2

"I told you, stop apologising, it doesn't even hurt. I'm more concerned about

you, you could've hurt yourself more than you hurt me," he ru les my hair.

He even admitted that you hurt him, he hates you now, he's laughing at

you from the inside. a1

"What t-time is it?" I rub away my tears and choke on my words.

"12:14 AM, just past your bedtime," Blade tells me as he pulls his cracked

phone out from his pocket.

"Please, d-don't make me go to sleep," I cry out, it was the last thing I wanted

to do, I didn't want him to return.

"That's up to Elijah and Axel, Alessandro is still at work right now so you

might have a chance of staying up," just as Blade finishes his speech, Axe

walks out of the kitchen with a clear bag of glass in his hand. a1

"I heard my name."

"Emilia wants to stay up a little longer, is that okay?" Blades asks with a

hopeful tone, his mood completely changed from earlier.

"Uhh...fine but not too long," he warns us, I give a small smile because it's all

I could a ord right now, if I did anything else I would defiantly break down.

I walk back into the living room hiccuping and sni ing up to stop my nose

from running like a tap. a2

"Crying again?" Kelsey mocks me. a19

"Remember whose house you're in, Kelsey." Diego says rudely to her. a37

I sit down in my original seat with my legs crossed and a blanket draped over

my shoulders.

Once everyone had made their way back into the room, there wasn't much

talking, just the low sound of Labrinth playing in the background, I love his

music, it's very relaxing. a3

"Can we continue with the game?" Luca asks with the bowl of chocolate in

his hand, you greedy shît. a4

"Yeah sure, how much are you putting in the pot?" Blade asks as he pushes

the bowl of money towards Luca. a1

I was very confused by what they were playing but it didn't have my

interests, I was more worried about Cassidy who hadn't spoken a word since

we le  the kitchen. The guilt that's resting on my shoulders is so painful.

It's eating me alive.

"Luca don't be stupid, you aren't putting chocolate in the pot, take it out,"

Blade takes the chocolates out and throws them at Luca.

"Can you let me borrow some money then? Alessandro took my money

away."

"My money has been taken too, you should've drawn some money out of the

bank, you aren't playing then Luca."

"I didn't want to play anyways, I'd rather play FIFA with Emilia." a1

"I ain't playing a boring game." I choked out, my voice was still dry and deep. a4

Reaching over the table I take the water bottle that was almost full and take a

large gulp.

My throat was burning as I felt the liquid going into my stomach, instead of

swallowing the 'water' comes back up like vomit. Who gave me spicy water! a48

My throat contracts and starts to feel worse than it did before, I was coughing

like a maniac watching as the water drops from my mouth.

Vodka. It was basically spicy water. a36

"For crying out loud, Emilia, read the label first," Blade pats my back and

rubs it in circles. a6

"I think you need to go to bed." Diego suggest to me.

I didn't want to be alone, I was scared to be alone in my room, anyone can

hurt me.

"Yeah I agree, you look tired," Blade presses the palm of his hand against my

head checking for a temperature.

"Come on, stand up, you're going to bed," he takes the blanket from my

shoulders and pulls me up by my arms.

"W-why do you even care?"

"Because you're my sister, why wouldn't I care?" a30

***********

A er Blade walked me up to my room and tucked me into bed, he le  the

room to go play his game. But I didn't want to sleep, I was tired but I wasn't

going to sleep.

Instead, I pull out my old sketch books and search for an empty page to start

a new creation, that ought to waste some time.

And so it did, I'd spent the next few hours just sketching and sketching until I

had no more room to sketch, that was until I started to colour them in.

I hadn't even realised that I was sketching until the burning, orange flames lit

up the earth again. It was truly a beautiful sight.

The forestry landscape looked black with the pinkish, orange sun raising; the

sky was still a mixture of blues- light blue and royal blue, link undertones

broke through the sky too.

What made my exhausting morning better was the music of the birds, the

typical autumn morning.

I switch my phone on a er abandoning it for hours to see it was 5:57 in the

morning; almost six hours worth of sketches and most of them were either

shaded or coloured in.

I'm proud of myself.

I couldn't possibly draw anymore, my hands were so numb, my arms and

legs were purple and blue because of the nippy air in my room, it was

actually very cold in my room, it didn't help that my windows were open too.

But I enjoyed this feeling, the numb feeling that cursed through my arteries

and veins, I couldn't feel much and I liked it that way. a7

If only the coldness numbed away my guilt too, I was going to have to make it

up to Cassidy, they all stayed here last night so I might make him breakfast.

Even though I have no fûcking clue on how to cook I can at least try. a27

I started packing things up as quietly as I can and pull the box out from under

my bed, it was filled with the things I brought from my other house.

Just a small sneak peek won't hurt me, I just wanted to remember the good

times I had with her.

Searching through the box, I come across the family rings, one in particular

caught my eye; my mum's wedding ring.

All of the rings were gathered into a box, inside it was my grandparent's

wedding rings, my mum's wedding ring and a few of my greater ancestors'

rings. I hadn't really met my great grandparents, they died when I was very

young

And that locket-the one with the picture of her when she was just a baby, the

outer piece of the locket was cold and heavy. It was gold encrusted with a

tiny diamond, I could barely even see it until I come up close.

She was beautiful, what saddens me more is that she isn't here today, cancer

can go suck a díck. a11

As I undo the locket, I grab the ring and thread the chain through the ring, I

hadn't even thought about wearing these considering I'm clumsy and might

lose them. a5

***********

Once I'd finished showering and brushing my teeth, I had changed into

baggy, comfortable clothing; just a pair of loose fitted jeans and another

plain black hoodie.

It was all I lived in, hoodies were necessary in this weather, I wouldn't go

anywhere without one, I should just buy every single hoodie out there.

Not to mention I always steal my brothers' hoodies too, they were a lot

bigger than the ones in the children section.

It was still very early when I went downstairs, it was before seven in the

morning I'm pretty sure I should be asleep right now.

The thought of sleep made me nauseous, it only gave me more time for my

dreams to haunt me. I'd rather keep my sanity.

Walking into the living room, I pull open the drapes and get a better look at

the room, money carpeted the floor while cards and chocolates were

scattered around. What was disappointing was that there was cigarette butts

on the carpet, some weren't even smoked. I sure hope they weren't Blade's

or the twins'.

I was beyond exhausted but I needed to keep my mind focused on

something; cleaning this mess seemed like the only thing to do it.

I started by picking all of the money up and stacking it neatly in centre room

table, same with the cigarettes. Only the ones that were either half smiled or

hadn't even been touched. Then I cleared all of the bottle away and put them

into the bin watching as they shatter at the bottom.

"What're you doing up?" A deep voice startled me.

I spin around and see Alessandro in a suited attire as per usual with a travel

mug in his hand, I'm pretty sure it was empty.

"I just didn't sleep that well," I tell him while walking away from the bin. I

didn't sleep at all, but I'm okay with that, it felt better if I'm honest.

I'm probably going to go take a nap later a er I've had lunch or something.

"Yeah Elijah told me about last night, are you feeling okay?" Unexpectedly,

he wraps his arms around my tiny body; his arms engulfed me.

"Yeah, I just feel bad," I tell him honestly.

"It wasn't your fault, bambina, you weren't your usual self. Just think it

could've gone a lot worse." a2

That's exactly what I was thinking about, it could've gone much worse, I

could've caused so much more damage than what was already caused.

"You can let go now, I'd love to keep my organs where they were placed

originally," I laugh it o  as Alessandro releases me from his grasp.

"You want tea?"

"Sure, make it sweet though," I replied politely, I walked over to the biscuit

cupboard and hunted for some treats to dip in.

"Yeah okay then." He flicks the switch to turn the kettle on and takes one

large cup from the cabinet and his silver travel mug.

"Where are the biscuits? I'm hungry," I cry in frustration.

"Probably I'm Luca's room, you'll have to have Valentina's homemade

shortbread." He pulls the plastic lid o  of the tray of yummy looking

shortbread.

We sit in silence and devour the the tray of shortbread and multiple cups of

tea until his eyes were staring at me.

"That's a nice necklace. Where'd you get it from?"

"Oh, I-it belonged to my mum." a6

"You only just found it?"

"No, it was under my b-bed in the boxes I brought with me." I felt so nervous

talking about mum with someone else. a2

"It looks good on you," he gives me a weak smile before taking to last gulp I

his tea.

"Well I have an early day at work, I need to get going but please don't cause

any trouble okay?" He warns before giving me a quick hug before buttoning

his blazer up and heading for the door, he took a set of car keys on the way

out. a1

So now I was stuck in a puddle of boredom for the rest of the day. No

entertainment other than my phone, my hands were numb so I couldn't

sketch anymore. a6

I think I'll just call Felix and Rain in the group chat we have. No...it's too early,

they won't answer. a4

Someone send help, I'm bored. a48

**********

It's been two hours of me throwing a tennis ball at the wall and catching it

and I'm going to die if entertainment doesn't walk though that door. a6

My legs were up against the wall while my head was dangling from the edge

of the sofa.

"Can you stop!" A raspy, gravely voice scares me.

Non other than Blade stood at the door with a tired expression on his face.

The strings to his hoodie were pulled right so I could only see a small

proportion of him. a1

"Sorry," I mutter and sit up straight in my seat.

"You cleaned up?" He grumbles.

"Y-yeah, I was bored."

He doesn't say anything else he just storms into the kitchen with his

shoulders tensed. a2

What's wrong with him this morning?

I follow him into the kitchen and I see his arms were extended from the island

with his head in between his arms.

"What's wrong with you?" I tap his shoulder lightly, he pushes my hand away

with a nudge from his shoulder.

"Nothing, be quiet."

I rock lightly back and forth on my heels waiting for him to say something

again.

"Did you smoke last night?"

"Yeah he did...what're you gonna do about it?" Josh walks in the kitchen with

no shirt on.

"I-it's bad for you," I stammer. a6

"So, what're you gonna do about it?" He repeats again while walking over to

the fruit bowl and picks up an apple. a6

"Dude, shut up and go put a shirt on," Blade li s his head to look at Josh. a1

"I'm fine thanks."

"It wasn't an option," Blade says more sternly.

I watch as Josh rolls his eyes and trudges out of the room.

"Why did you smoke? It's bad for you, it kills your air sacs-alveoli." I look at

him innocently.

"It's not a crime, Em."

"No but you're killing yourself, it's suicide. But you do what makes you

happy."

"It's really not, Em. It's a habit-an addiction, don't compare it to suicide."

"But with every cigarette you smoke, the more you're killing yourself. You

have healthy lungs, please don't waste them."

"It's not that deep, Em. It's just cigarettes," he tried to act it o  as nothing. a11

"And it's just your life...but I can't choose how you live it. If you want to ruin

your lungs so be it." a2

"Exactly, and also don't tell Axel," he points his finger at me. a3

*************

Once everyone had gotten up, they were complaining on how hungry they

were.

Actually it was Luca and Aspen complaining about how hungry they were. a3

"Luca, Aspen, shut the fûck up I'm ordering breakfast. Get out of the kitchen."

Blade commands them but no one listens.

"Out. Now." Blade commands once more with a more aggressive tone.

Everyone groans and walks out of the kitchen while I stand there awkwardly

just as I watch them leave.

"How do you plan on paying for this?" I ask.

Instead of speaking, he slides a credit card across the island over to me so I

can look.

Diego Russo.

It turns out he turned 16 almost two months ago, just before I came.

September 8th 2004 was the day he was born, I thought he was turning 17

this year but apparently not. a31

"He just turned sixteen?"

"Not really, it was over a month ago. Before you came." a2

"So when's your birthday?" I realised this was something I hadn't asked them

at all.

"December... 24th." a37

"Wow you're so lucky!" I exclaim.

"Ehhhh...not really," he scratches the back of his neck.

"Yes, it is lucky. Imagine all of the gi s you can get...having your birthday the

day before Christmas is a dream." I say louder this time. a2

"No, it means I have to wait an entire year with no celebrations. When you

have your birthday in the middle of the year it gives Christmas something to

be excited for. Christmas is practically my birthday, Christmas is something

everyone should look forward to but not me." When he said that it really

made sense. a31

"So...moving on, what do you want from McDonald's." a4

"Uhh it's all processed poo."

"The more processed the better." He laughs lowly.

"I don't think so..."

"Do you want anything or not because I'm ordering now."

"I'm not bothered. Just order anything."

*************

"You're still here?" Aspen rolls her eyes at Kelsey as she waltzes in the kitchen

with a sway to her hips. If she swishes them anymore she'll need a hip

replacement. a3

"Yeah, you got a problem with it?" a24

"Hey, Emilia," Axel walks in the kitchen with Elijah following shortly behind.

"Hi."

"Who ordered food?!" Elijah shouts.

"Blade did," Luca points right at Blade dropping him in trouble.

"I'm gonna kill you, you little shît." Blade spits through gritted teeth.

"Elijah! Blade says he's gonna kill me. Tell him o ," Luca tells him innocently,

he never learns.

"Oh you're in for it now, Luca!" Blade pulls a piece of ice from his drink and

throws it at his face.

"Ow!"

"Blade..." Axel and Elijah warns.

"Leave him alone, Blade," Cassidy laughs speaking for the first time in ages.

Just hearing his voice was a terrible reminder of the awful person I am. a2

"You're so mean to me," Luca whined with pouted lips, his attitude and

behaviour resembles to the stupidity of a five year old. That might be mean

of me to say but when you have siblings it's your job to be bullied.

"Because you're annoyingly stupid, you've got the brain capacity of a ten

year old boy." Blade states.

Listening to the conversation between the boys, I pick at my buttered bagel

tearing it into tiny pieces.

"BLADE!!" Axel walks in the room with a flushed red face and a tiny box in his

hands. a2

The next thing I see is that tiny box being launched to Blade's head and

dropping in front of him. I see as Blade's face, Jayden's and Josh's face turns

blue. Aspen and Cassidy look as though they're enjoying the show. a1

"Axel wait until everyone's gone," Elijah places a hand on Axel's shoulder.

"No, get o  me Elijah," he shrugs his hand o  and pulls Blade out from his

seat and out of the kitchen by his hair.

He's in deep, deep trouble, I can't lie and say I wasn't enjoying this but it's

too hard to not break a laugh.

"Are they yours too?" The packet of cigarettes were being held in front

Jayden and Josh; watching them gulp out of fear was hysterical.

"Uh yeah, I'm so sorry Elij-

"Don't even- I'm so confused boys, you come in our house, eat our food,

sleep in our rooms and yet you can't respect the one rule we have set in the

house. Don't smoke in the house or on our property. If you can't respect that

then I'll kindly ask you to leave, boys." Elijah shakes his head in shame and

disappointment.

"I had higher expectations from you boys and I'm disappointed in you."

"Elijah we're so sorry, we have no idea what was going though our heads."

Jayden blurts our sincerely. a17

"May be so. But I can't punish you, it's not my place but Blade is going to take

the fall for this. I hope you're proud. Next time please respect our wishes."

"I'm so sorry Elijah..." Josh sounds like he is going to cry.

"You should be. I'm so disappointed in you guys." Elijah walks out of the

kitchen leaving it in painful silence. a1

There was nothing worse than people being disappointed in you. When

they're angry it doesn't hurt as much as when they tell you they're

disappointed in you. That guilt eats you alive. a10

"Well that escalated quickly," I hear Diego say while I bite my cheek. a4

************

It was the day a er the incident and I haven't seen Blade yet, even at dinner

he wasn't seen. I was beginning to think Axel brutally murdered Blade and

buried his body in the forest. a2

"You've been quiet recently," Axel sits down in the dove next to me.

"I haven't noticed."

"Are you okay?" His voices laced with concern.

"Mhmm."

"Tell me what's wrong," he flicks my cheek playfully making me break a small

smile.

"Nothings wrong."

"Yeah there is," he pokes my ribs and stomach with his fingers that were like

metal rods stabbing you. It was ticklish but painful at the same time.

"Hehe- AHAHA, sto-tehehe, IM SORRY STOP IT...AHA it tickles."

"Tell me what's wrong with you then. I'm worried." He finally stops poking

me and quivers his bottom lip.

"I feel guilty."

"Why? There's no need for you to feel guilty, you've nothing wrong."

"Yes...I have."

"Like what, bambina?" He strokes the top of my head trying to make me feel

better, it was working for a split second.

"Cassidy...the knife." Three words is all I needed for him to understand. If only

I could explain how I really felt.

"Bambina, don't be a silly goose. You didn't mean to, besides he isn't hurt at

all. Don't put that kind of pressure on yourself. You don't need that kind of

stress. Ti vogliamo bene." a65

"What does that mean?"

"I'm not going to tell you, but the real message is don't feel bad. Feel better

in yourself okay?" a1

"It's hard not to. I just feel bad every time I see him."

"Don't, don't feel bad. You apologised and he said it was okay. Stop worrying

yourself to death. Actually stop worrying your self to exhaustion. It's not

healthy."

"I'm sorry."

"Don't apologise, bambina. You need to sleep anyways, you have

school...remember?"

"Unfortunately I do remember. Can you tuck me in?" It was very babyish of

me to ask but it made me feel warm and comfortable. a6

"Sure thing, bambina." Axel helps me o  of the sofa and up the steps into my

room.

Once he's finished tucking the covers behind my shoulders he kisses my

forehead and walks to the door. a3

"Can't you stay?"

He hesitates for a moment before he nods and falls back onto the spot next

to me.

"You want to know something?"

"Sure," I reply.

"Your Grandpa Enzo had a picture of you above his work o ice desk. Hand

painted might I say by your very own dad." a17

"Of me?" I sound so shocked right now, I thought they wouldn't even

remember me, now I was feeling extra bad for not remembering them. I wish

I did.

"Yeah, you were the first ever daughter in the family, any other girls in the

family were born sleeping." a31

"Wait, we have a sister?" Apparently I find out something new everyday

about this wild family.

"Yeah, two actually. Gianna and Lucia Russo. They were unfortunately born

sleeping. Girls just don't run in our family, it's why we were shocked to finally

have a sister. You." a37

"I'm just...shocked. It's crazy really, I go from being an only child, finding out I

have six mystery brothers and now I had two sisters?!"

"Pretty much. Lucia was a year younger than the twins and Gianna was a year

younger than Alessandro. You're lucky, when we were told that our mum was

going to have a daughter we were all ecstatic. It's why a portrait was painted

of you." Axel says as he did plays with his fingers in the air. a1

"I'm so confused. You've explained this poorly." I tell the truth, he was telling

me random things that I couldn't comprehend right now.

"Moral of the story, you were the greatest thing to happen to the family and

then you were snatched away from us. It felt like you'd died, it really did. As

much as a sad excuse this is, it's why Alessandro is so controlling. He never

had a sister that he could protect and then you came back into his life...he

wanted to make sure you were protected at all costs. We didn't want to lose

another sister, not again." a32

"I bet they were great people- Gianna and Lucia I mean."

"Only the heavens above us will know. We'll all be united again one day. A

nice happy family." I could tell with the tone of his voice he was smiling at the

thought. a20

"Anyways, you need to sleep cheeky monkey, distracting me from getting you

to sleep." I feel a warm kiss against my temple as the presence of his body

remains. a5

This was nice, he trusted me.

**********

"Bambina," I hear a whisper in my ear, the first thing I can think of doing is

slapping them. I swing my hand across until I hear a loud crack. a28

"Ow!" I hear the voice say, I wipe the sleepiness form my eyes and look to see

Elijah holding his cheek with his hands and a quivered lip. a8

"I'm so sorry, Elijah," I jump out of bed and wrap my arms around his torso. a2

"Yeah...don't worry about it." He tries to soothe the area a little more before

walking out of the room. a5

Another day at school is a mother day in hell. a12

A er I've taken a quick, hot shower I braid my hair and brush my teeth and

walk down stairs fro breakfast.

"Where did you go last night?" I ask Axel who was enjoying his co ee and

newspaper.

"I had to go sort some business out...why did you miss me?" He smirks. a4

"Stop smirking, you'll get wrinkles."when I say that I see Axel's smirk drop

and eyes go wide. a4

"You'll have to take your breakfast to go, Blade is waiting for you in the car."

Elijah passes me two slices of toast to eat.

Blade won't enjoy the crumbs le  in his car.

"What fücking took you so long!" He shouts and starts the engine. My eyes

widen but I remain silent, this isn't the day to piss him o .

"Why is she allowed to eat in the car but I get shouted at for eating

chocolate?!" Luca whines.

"Because you're a pig and you eat too much, look at her, she's tiny. And she

doesn't eat like a deranged cow." Blade gives no mercy to Luca, he slaps over

the back of the head telling him to shut up.

"I'm not tiny, you're just a giant."

"No you're tiny, like four foot tiny." Diego whispers into my ear.

"Four foot eleven actually." I correct him. a20

"That's still below average height. For someone your age you should be at

least five foot four." Blade looks at me in the mirror. a50

"Eyes on the road slut." I mutter under my breath. a8

"Anyways stop talking about my height like yours is anything normal too, I'm

pretty sure you're above average height." I tell Diego who was laughing next

to me.

"No the thing is that we all got our dad's height, if I remember correctly your

mum was quite the giant too. So where did your shortness come from?"

Blade cracks a smile. a4

"Are you saying I'm adopted?" a20

"I never said that, but it's a possibility. Or you just haven't had your growth

spurt yet. Mostly because you haven't gone through puberty yet." My mouth

was open with shock at what Blade just said. a8

"Nah ah, I'm not having this conversation with you, just let science do its

job." I make a disgusted face at thought of that conversation commencing.

"Where's your bag? Didn't you bring one," I turn to Diego who was

preoccupied with a game on his phone.

"I leave it in my locker every day."

"What about homework?"

"If I forget it, I forget it. It's not a big deal." He replies.

"Uhh...yes it is a big deal. What did you choose for your options? You need

homework for those."

"I chose sport and enterprise. What's your point?"

"Course work? You know the stu  that goes towards your end of year grade?"

I tell him but he's still being ignorant.

"Yeah I don't care. I'll be working with the family anyways. Not a big deal."

"Yes it is a big deal," I nod my head quickly. a2

"No it's really not."

"Fine then, it's your choice if you fail." I shrug and end the conversation by

turning the other way to look out at the window.

It was incredible, it was a rainy day today but the scenery never fails to

impress me.

***************

Walking through the halls with Felix and Rain to go to lunch, but I could feel

odd stares burning into me. It wasn't just a few people, it was everyone.

Did I stand in something? Was there something on my uniform? Was my skirt

too short. a1

They're staring at you, they're talking about you. a3

"Hey, Em!" Kelsey and her bitchŷ self appears right in front of my face.

"Have you seen the video? It's quite the show." She laughs maliciously. a41

"What video?" I was starting to worry, was there something wrong? What

video was she talking about?

She pulls the phone out of the waistband of her skirt and unlocks it to a

gossip page. a16

The video is of me the other night with a knife in my hand, but the only part

that was shown in the small video was of me stabbing Cassidy which makes

me looks bad. a5

"Are you serious?! You know that's not what happened that night," I feel tears

prick my eyes.

"Maybe so, but other people won't know what happened. There'll be

thinking the same thing that everyone else is. You're a psychotic bîtch." She

pushes my shoulders back making me stumble. a1

"Kelsey take it down," I demand but it comes out as a whimper.

"No, I won this time. And it's a good thing that I won't stop until you fade into

nothing. You're nothing." a8

"What's going on?" Felix sounds so confused right now; his brows furrowed

and eyes were squinted into straight lines.

"I'm putting the animal back in the cage." The same I said to her the other

night, she wasn't kidding when she said she'd make me pay.

Everyone knows now. You've hurt too many people. It's exactly why

Shawn hated you.

Forgetting everyone around me I rush of in the opposite direction away from

the burning gazes of everyone. This was so humiliating.

While I'm running I crash into a someone who steadies me back on my feet.

I close my eyes tight to stop the tears from rolling down my cheeks, it didn't

help that j was chocking on my words.

"Emilia?" Blade's voice makes me even more embarrassed.

Single tears rolled from my blue eyes while my chin trembles.

"What's wrong?"

"N-nothing," my eyes brimmed with embarrassing tears; salty water filled

with emotion slid down my neck.

My eyes were swelling and my nose was running, but I tried to make it stop.

But it just wouldn't stop.

"Don't lie to me." His arms engulf me into a warming hug where I gladly

accept it.

My fingers grab his shirt scrunching it up at the back as his chin is resting on

my head.

"I'm s-sorry..." I sob into his shirt not caring about drenching it.

"Just tell who hurt you." His hands rub my back soothingly.

"Kelsey..." a187

***********

Hey everyone!!!

I really need to thank someone right now, someone helped me realise

the true plot of the story and I think I got carried away with Emilia's

attitude. You know who you are so I have to say thank you so much,

you're feedback was incredible and I will definitely take this into

account. a3

So when Emilia was sleepwalking or what ever you want to call it, you

would realise someone tried shaking her, DO NOT SHAKE SOMEONE IF

THEYRE IN A TRANCE IT CAN KILL THEM. Just a friendly reminder 🤪

A shoutout to my Wattpad friends: Yasminmendez01 embrace_weird

Question:

Where is your dream place to live? Mines Australia- it's so beautiful with

all of the wildlife. I'm pretty sure Australians wouldn't like me because

I'm British but I'm still going to imagine myself living there. a3

I'm not so proud of this chapter but there will be more exciting ones to

come. a1

Sorry for mistakes.

Love you, xoxo- Demi 💋✨
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